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Covid-19 Impact
Hidden Harvest has been significantly impacted by COVID-19:

● More difficult to rescue fruit (fewer trees, more cleaning and preparing equipment)
● More difficult to donate fruit (fewer locations, times)
● Personal strain on individuals, limited volunteer leader time
● Increased communication required 
● Development of COVID protocols & method of tracking agreements
● Strain on funding, staff time

○ major fundraiser cancelled
○ two funding sources for staff fell through



2020 Overview



Covid-19 Response
May, June: Developed COVID-19 Guidelines

● Consulted leaders, homeowners, food agencies, other gleaning groups
● Published newsletter update, requested emergency funds

July:  Rolled out Guidelines, PPE & equipment

● NLs engaged in conversations online
● Emailed all tree registrants, volunteers
● Set up internal contact management system

& volunteer agreement “gate”

August: Tree registrant nudging for agreements, more equipment distributed, finally 
rescuing fruit!



2020 Overview



Results

Active NLs: 12
harvests: 47
Volunteer Opportunities: 197
LBS RESCUED: 5,602
LBS DONATED: 3,713
And we did it all in masks!



How 2020 Events Compared



How 2020 Harvest Compared



2020 Growth

New Neighbourhood Leaders: 3
New NLITs: 10
New Volunteers: 315
NEw Tree Registrations: 74
New Donation Locations: 4



How 2020 Growth Compared



2020 IMPACT
“Since owning my house, I’ve developed crippling arthritis. 

I would look back at my first years harvesting my cherries, and 
then how every subsequent year harvesting and upkeep has 
become more difficult, more fruit would fall and spoil, making 
me “the bad neighbour.” 

Then I discovered Hidden Harvest. Everything has turned 
around. I get to keep some fruit, I can focus my limited 
mobility to maintaining my trees throughout the year, and I 
know that my fruit is going to support my community in a few 
ways. The mental relief has been a life changer.”
 

- Tree Registrant Survey 2020



2020 IMPACT   

“It was awesome volunteering to prevent good organic food 
from going to waste. Educating that passers by on what was 
going on, and seeing the approving smiles was great. 

I enjoyed the enthusiasm of the house owner where I picked. 
She worked side by side with us high up on the ladder sharing 
her wealth of knowledge. It was a beautiful early fall day I 
remember very clearly. 

And I still picture the less fortunate enjoying the fresh apples 
we picked that day.”  

- Volunteer Survey 2020
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Governance
HHO is a charitable project of MakeWay

● MakeWay reports to CRA, holds insurance policy, does bookkeeping, 
reviews grants and fundraising initiatives

● Advisory Committee meets monthly, acts similarly to a casual working 
board and oversees Funding, IT, Outreach, Strategic Planning

● Alexis, new Project Manager, liaises with MakeWay



Governance
Advisory Committee focus:

○ Grant writing, fundraising

○ Annual plan

○ Projects that the AC is excited to dive into :)

○ Seeking additional members



Governance
Advisory committee seeking 1-2 more members with expertise or interest in 
one or more areas:

○ Ottawa’s local fruit, harvesting fruit, fruit trees, volunteer management

○ Grant writing, fundraising campaigns, charitable donations

○ Communications, graphic design, website development



Information Technology (IT)
This year’s focus was making sure our COVID-19 protocols were 
reflected in the processes and messaging for our volunteers.

● Access to the app for COVID-19 trained NLs only
● Requiring tree owners to agree to our new protocols
● Requiring volunteer fruit pickers to sign off on protocols before being 

allowed to register for any events

The app was also updated to help new volunteers attend harvests by 
placing limits on how many times an individual could register.

Behind the scenes improvements to the admin tools have removed 
some manual processes that required a lot of labour from our app 
admin volunteers.

This fall, we are working on a project with students from the Algonquin 
College SLiDE Lab to revamp our website and social media presence.



One day there will be events again…

Lumberjack Competition at the Vanier Sugarbush

International Gleaning Symposium 

Harvest Apron sewing gathering

Walnut Harvest & Volunteer Appreciation Picnic

Savour Fall at Rideau Hall

End of Season Celebrations (with crafts, music, food)

Outreach



Online Neighbourhood Leader Training

Development of new training is almost complete, through modules 
and quizzes

● Will reduce barriers to leadership role

● Final updates to content, images

● Need implementation efforts:
- Integration with website
- Integration / update NL handbook

Outreach



Wins
● Ottawa Community Foundation enabled hiring 

Harvest Manager
● MakeWay waived approx. $8k contribution
● MakeWay provided $5k for equipment

Misses
● Did not get Trillium grant, or Agriculture Canada 

grant to hire Harvest Coordinator, or Canada 
Summer Job grant for a ‘volunteer’ worker

● Cancellation of Beau’s Oktoberfest Midway Games

Funding



2021 Scaling Up
● We have what we need to expand (tech, systems, 

reputation, equipment, charitable number)
● There is much more need for our work
● 5 year plan indicates scale up now
● We hope to find $100k of funding next year

Needs
● Grant seekers, writers, editors
● Fundable projects / events
● Beau’s Oktoberfest 2021 coordinators (??)

Funding
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Survey of Volunteer Leaders
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Survey of Volunteer Leaders
Great job on:
❖ Other NLS! Love support, connecting 
❖ Web app is awesome, keep it up
❖ Harvest Manager role is important

Could be improved:
❖ Donations were frustrating. More 

donation centers!
❖ Tree sign-up reset?
❖ Bin access





Tree Registrant Feedback
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Tree Registrant Feedback
Great job on:
❖ You made me feel like a good 

neighbour, a good community 
member

❖ I would have had to cut down my 
vines!

❖ My fruit would have been compost

Could be improved:
❖ More communication
❖ Would like to know when we’re not 

going to show up
❖ My tree has never been picked
❖ Reaching fruit at the top of the tree





Volunteer Feedback
What do you value most about Hidden Harvest's work?
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Volunteer Feedback
In what ways were you involved with Hidden Harvest this year? 
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Volunteer Feedback
How many harvest events did you attend this season?
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Volunteer Feedback
What barriers to involvement did you experience this year?
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Volunteer Feedback
Every year we have to choose where to focus our efforts for improvement. What do you think 
our top priorities should be?
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Volunteer Feedback
We're looking to better understand the positive impact of Hidden Harvest. Do you have a 
story about a moment that truly warmed your heart? 

Last year I helped pick apples (first time with Hidden Harvest) and brought some to the school where I teach. I was 
thrilled with how the students helped themselves to the fresh apples.

Although there are many features of my Hidden Harvest experience which have added positive things to my life, 
simply doing the activity (e.g. harvesting fruit) and meeting the other volunteers, has been my favorite. I have enjoyed 
the people and the activity very much. The few times that I have seen fellow volunteers in public (e.g. at Fabricland 
near Merivale near Baseline Road, Basics in the same neighborhood etc.), people were very friendly.

Hidden Harvest is an amazing initiative. When people think of food waste they rarely consider the food growing 
locally in our neighborhood and how it can be used to feed hundreds of people. Not only does this project help feed 
people but it offers opportunities for connection to one's community and it's natural resources



Volunteer Feedback
How did COVID-19 impact your ability to be involved with Hidden Harvest this year? 
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Volunteer Feedback



Volunteer Feedback

How could our 
communications be 

improved?

Checking in with 
tree owners earlier 
in the season.  



Volunteer Feedback
Great job on:
❖ Love what HHO does
❖ Reducing food waste
❖ Staff and volunteers are always 

friendly!
❖ EASY TO REGISTER FOR EVENTS!

Could be improved:
❖ Events scheduled with more notice
❖ More after-work / weekend 

harvests
❖ Hosting more volunteer events
❖ More hidden harvest advertising



THANK YOU!


